
ASB Term Fund 
break fees and examples

A break fee will be charged if you withdraw all, or part of an ASB Term Fund account balance 
before the maturity date, or if we redeem or repurchase units in your ASB Term Fund account. 
A withdrawal before the maturity date may be made only in exceptional circumstances that we 
approve.

The break fee is made up of two components:

BREAK COST
W x (R2-R1) x T/365

Where:

W = Amount withdrawn

R1 = Rate of return payable on the account

R2 = Current carded rate of return for a new investment for the 
remaining term (rounded down to the nearest advertised term) for an 
amount equal to the amount withdrawn

T = Days remaining in the term

If the result is a negative amount, the break cost will be zero.

BREAK CHARGE
The break charge will be 0.5% of the amount withdrawn, subject to a 
minimum of $25.

We will deduct the break fee from the amount withdrawn. If the break fee exceeds the 
returns accrued, you may not receive the full value of your initial investment.

If part of your account balance is withdrawn and your remaining account balance is lower 
than the minimum balance eligible to receive the original rate of return, we will adjust the rate 
of return payable on the account balance for the remainder of the term. The reduced rate of 
return will be the rate that would have applied at the date of your investment for the remaining 
account balance and the original term.

Returns accrued on the amount withdrawn will be paid at the same time as the withdrawal.

Below are some examples of the ASB Term Fund break fees:

For more information refer to the ASB Cash Fund and ASB Term Fund Terms and Conditions.
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Example 1

Jill has $50,000 invested in an ASB Term Fund account for a 12 month term with a rate 
of return of 4% p.a. After 6 months, we approve the full withdrawal of Jill’s ASB Term 
Fund account. At the time Jill’s ASB Term Fund account is broken, there are 180 days 
remaining in the term and the current carded rate of return for 180 days is 3% p.a.

Break fee:  Break cost + Break charge

Break cost:  $50,000 x (3% - 4%) x (180 days ÷ 365 days) = -$246.58  
 (as this is a negative amount, the break cost is $0)

Break charge:  $50,000 x 0.5% = $250

Break fee:  $0 + $250 = $250

Example 2

Jeff has $10,000 invested in an ASB Term Fund account for a 12 month term with a rate of 
return of 4% p.a. After 6 months, we approve a partial withdrawal of $2,000 from Jeff’s 
ASB Term Fund account. At the time Jeff’s ASB Term Fund account is broken, there are 180 
days remaining in the term and the current carded rate of return for 180 days is 5% p.a. for 
balances equal or greater than $10,000, and 2% p.a. for balances less than $10,000.

Break fee: Break cost + Break charge

Break cost: $2,000 x (2% - 4%) x (180 days ÷ 365 days) = -$19.73
 (this is a negative amount, so the break cost is nil)

Break charge: $2,000 x 0.5% = $10 (however, the minimum break charge = $25)

Break fee: $0 + $25 = $25
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https://www.asb.co.nz/documents/term-investments/cash-fund-term-fund-terms-and-conditions.html

